The remarkable progress in the field of ionic liquids (ILs) in the last two decades has involved investigations on different aspects of ILs in various conditions. The nontoxic and biocompatible nature of ILs makes them a suitable substance for the storage and application of biomolecules. In this regard, the aqueous IL solutions have attracted a large number of studies to comprehend the role of water in modulating various properties of biomolecules. Here, we review some of the recent studies on aqueous ILs that concern the role of water in altering the behavior of ILs in general and in case of biomolecules solvated in ILs. The different structural and dynamic effects caused by water have been highlighted. We discuss the different modes of IL interaction that are responsible for stabilization and destabilization of proteins and enzymes followed by examples of water effect on this. The role of water in the case of nucleic acid storage in ILs, an area which has mostly been underrated, also has been emphasized. Our discussions highlight the fact that the effects of water on IL behavior are not general and are highly dependent on the nature of the IL under consideration. Overall, we aim to draw attention to the significance of water dynamics in the aqueous IL solutions, a better understanding of which can help in developing superior storage materials for application purposes.
Introduction
The impact of ionic liquids (ILs) in the field of materials science can be realized by the growing number of new research articles published in this area in the recent past. Since the first report of room temperature ILs by Wilkes and Zaworotko (1992) , several studies have focused on developing new ILs while others have concentrated on understanding properties of ILs for its applications. Today, ILs find their applications in the field of biotechnology (Lee et al. 2007; Attri et al. 2011; Dominguez de Marıá 2012; Jeong et al. 2012) , chemical synthesis and catalysis (Welton 1999; Wasserscheid and Keim 2000; Sheldon 2001; Pârvulescu and Hardacre 2007; van Rantwijk and Sheldon 2007; Weingärtner 2008 ), electrochemistry, (Zein El Abedin and Endres 2006 , Fedorov and Kornyshev 2008 Armand et al. 2009; Torriero 2015a Torriero , 2015b , and several other fields (Dupont and Scholten 2010; Tang et al. 2012; Chatel and MacFarlane 2014; Lei et al. 2014 ). All of these fields have been explored in so much detail that each of these areas can be a separate topic of review articles. Some of the recent reviews in the field of ILs discuss its prospect in pharmaceutics and medicine (Egorova et al. 2017) , in extraction and separation of biomolecules (Ventura et al. 2017) , and in improving enzymatic organic synthesis (Itoh 2017) . In this review, we mainly focus on the aspects of ILs in combination with biomolecules.
Several key aspects of ILs make them highly suitable for their use in biotechnology applications. Some of these features include their non-toxicity, low vapor pressure, low cost, and high stability (Huddleston et al. 2001; He et al. 2006 ) which make ILs a better replacement for the volatile organic solvents. The properties of ILs can be manipulated fairly easily by altering their constituent ions (Earle Martyn and Seddon This article is part of a Special Issue on 'Ionic Liquids and Biomolecules' edited by Antonio Benedetto and Hans-Joachim Galla Kenneth 2000; Wasserscheid and Keim 2000) . These properties make the ILs suitable as reaction media for biocatalysis studies (Erbeldinger et al. 2000; Kim et al. 2001 ) and for the separation and purification of biomolecules Domínguez-Pérez et al. 2010; Freire et al. 2010; Tomé et al. 2010; Ventura et al. 2011) . Several studies have focused on the structure and dynamic features of proteins and enzymes solvated in the IL solutions. While the structural aspects of proteins in IL solutions have been compiled in a recent review by Smiatek (Jens 2017) , studies on the structure and dynamics of several kinds of biomolecules have been presented in the review by Benedetto and Ballone (2016) . Considering the advantages of ILs in the field of biotechnological applications, the role of water in the IL solutions is crucial to understand for the growth in this field. Therefore, we focus here on the aqueous IL solution for the review.
The studies of biomolecules and water remain an active area of research even today. The unique interaction of water with both ILs and biomolecules makes them an interesting entity in the aqueous IL solutions. The wide range of applications of ILs resulted in several experimental and theoretical studies of the effect of water in these solutions. Here, we aim to discuss some of these findings in the context of ILs' application in biotechnology. We first discuss different studies pertinent to the structure and dynamics of IL cations and anions in the presence of water in bulk aqueous IL solution. Then, we move to the studies of proteins and enzymes and discuss some of the current findings on the behavior of these molecules in aqueous IL solutions. This is followed by the studies on IL and nucleic acid studies. Our aim in this review is to provide an overview of the importance of water in this area.
IL structure and dynamics in the presence of water
Before going into the discussions on biomolecules solvated in aqueous IL solution, we briefly discuss the structural and dynamical changes in bulk IL-water solution. The hygroscopic nature of ILs makes the water molecules an integral component of these systems. Hence, knowing the exact effect of these water molecules is crucial for elucidating the IL behavior in general.
Structural effects of water in ILs
ILs in their pure form is not always found to form homogeneous mixtures. A primary source for the heterogeneity in these mixtures is the hydrophobic alkyl chains of the cations. It has been observed that in the pure form the cations with short alkyl chains form nearly homogeneous mixtures while those with longer alkyl chains often show phase separation in the mixture (Triolo et al. 2007 , Hayes et al. 2015 Bruce et al. 2017) . The water in the ILs is known to alter the nanostructure (Jiang et al. 2007 ) of these ions. A number of reports have pointed out the existence of micelle formation in the IL-water mixtures. Different studies have found the cation size to be a major player in the formation of these micelles. Blesic et al. (2007) employed interfacial measurement, fluorescence, and NMR measurements to show that the ILs [C n mim]Cl showed self-aggregation in the bulk phase when n > 8 whereas ILs with shorter chain lengths such as n = 4 or 6 did not show any tendency to form such aggregates. The transitional ILs with n = 6 form a monolayer at the interface between the aqueous solution and air with no self-aggregation in the bulk phase. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been very effective in finding out the structure that these IL forms in water. While Liu et al. (2015) showed rod-like micelle formation for imidazolium-based ILs, Vicent-Luna et al. (2017) showed that the critical concentration required for the micelle formation lowered with an increase in the anisotropy for the imidazolium-based IL systems. The general pattern of these micelles is shown in Fig. 1 .
The modulation of IL structure in water has been explained through investigation of the IL-water interactions where the general trend is that the interactions are predominantly stronger with the anions (Cammarata et al. 2001) . The study by Cammarata et al. (2001) have shown that water molecules remain H-bonded to the anions in 1:2 ratios by making anion…HOH…anion structures. With anions of stronger basicity, the absorbed water content has been found to increase in the IL mixture. The transmission IR spectroscopy study revealed the strength of the H-bonds between IL anions and water to be in the following order: [PF 6 Cammarata et al. 2001) . Different simulation studies also reveal similar conclusions that the water cluster size inside the ILs are independent of the cation chain length, although the hydrophobicity of the anions are crucial for determining the miscibility of the ILs (Méndez-Morales et al. 2011) . Similar conclusions have been drawn in the article by Kohno and Ohno (2012) where it was asserted that the hydrated hydrophobic ions undergo a dynamic phase transition from being a homogeneous mixture to phase-separated states with increasing temperature. The water on the surface of the ILs also alters the orientations of the ions at the interface. The origin of these effects stems from the difference in activity of water in hydrophilic ILs compared to that in hydrophobic ones (Anthony et al. 2001) . Since in the case of hydrophilic ILs the water molecules are stabilized through favorable Hbonding and dipole-dipole forces (Anthony et al. 2001 , Cammarata et al. 2001 , the water molecules are likely to remain in the bulk phase of ILs to gain proper solvation. However, for the water immiscible ILs, a dramatic reorientation at the gas-liquid interface can be observed (Rivera-Rubero and Baldelli 2004 
Effect of water on the dynamics of ILs
In general, ILs are known to be viscous, and diffusion coefficients of the constituent ions are a few orders of magnitude lower compared to water even at elevated temperatures (Kowsari et al. 2008) . Addition of water in ILs is, therefore, expected to alter the dynamical properties of the ions due to the structural changes taking place in ILs. The effect of water on the dynamics of ILs has been measured mainly through the studies of translational diffusion and reorientation dynamics of the IL ions. The recent MD study by Sharma and Ghorai (2016) indicated that the number of dissociated ion pairs has a minor effect on the water concentration. The changes in local structure result in an increase of the self-diffusion coefficient while the reorientation timescale decreases with the increase in water content in [BMIM] [PF 6 ] (Sharma and Ghorai 2016) . This is summarized in Fig. 2 where the diffusion coefficients of cation, anion, and water are shown at different water Similar conclusions were drawn in another study by Price et al. (2017) by combining quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) and MD simulation where the cation diffusion was found to increase by a factor of seven while the rotational motions slowed down by a factor of three. Other studies probed the dynamics of solutes inserted in ILs (Kaintz et al. 2013; Araque et al. 2015 Araque et al. , 2016 . It was found that the dynamics of a small neutral solute and a charged solute have very different behavior in ILs. While the former showed a large positive deviation from the Stokes-Einstein behavior, the latter underwent a long caging dynamics through jump events triggered by the loss and availability of counter ions (Araque et al. 2015) .
Proteins and ILs
With the major interest of biotechnological applications involving proteins and ILs, a plethora of studies have been devoted to various aspects of structure and activity of proteins and enzymes in IL solutions. Some recent reviews have comprehensively highlighted the developments in experimental and simulation studies involving ILs and proteins (Jha and Venkatesu 2015; Jens 2017; Schröder 2017) . With the significant progress in this area, it will not be possible for us to include all the examples available in the literature that studies proteins and IL mixtures. Since the present review concerns the general behavior of aqueous ILs and its impact on biomolecules, we restrict our discussions to a few examples on the behavior of proteins and enzymes in aqueous IL solutions to get some idea on the role of water in these mixtures. Therefore, we first discuss the general behavior of proteins in neat ILs before going to the discussion of aqueous IL solutions.
Interactions of ILs with proteins
The use of ILs as suitable solvents for proteins (Summers and Flowers 2000) and as appropriate media for enzyme catalyzed reactions (Cull et al. 2000; Madeira Lau et al. 2000) has been established nearly two decades ago. The anion species present in the IL mixture play a critical role in the activity and stability of enzymes dissolved in these IL mixtures (Kaar et al. 2003 (Micaêlo and Soares 2008) . However, the use of these large hydrophobic anions in the ILs is hindered by the poor solubility of proteins and enzymes in these ILs (Madeira Lau et al. 2004 ). The different interactions shown by cations and anions with the amino acids can alter the electrostatic potential of the protein surface. This has been shown in the study by Wu and co-workers (Klahn et al. 2011 ) through MD simulation. Figure 4 shows the comparison of surface potential for the enzyme candidaantarctica lipase B (CAL-B) in tetra-methyl guanidinium nitrate (MCGUA-NO 3 ), in butyl-pentamethyl guanidinium tetrafluoroborate (BAGUA-BF 4 ), and in water. It can be seen that the capacity to screen the charges on the enzyme for IL cations and anions are weaker compared to water, due to the lower dielectric constant of these ILs which renders these liquids medium (Wakai et al. 2005) . The slightly higher charge screening in case of MCGUA-NO 3 can be explained by taking into account the higher density for this IL which causes more accumulation of ions near the enzyme surface. The authors argue that these behaviors contribute toward the solubility and stability of proteins and enzymes in the IL mixtures (Klahn et al. 2011) . Currently, with a large variety of ions available that can combine to give IL solutions, obtaining a general behavior of ILs with proteins is not straight forward. Several key factors are responsible for the stability and activity of proteins and enzymes in the IL solutions. Details of these factors have been summarized in the reviews by Naushad and co-workers (Naushad et al. 2012 ) and Gao and co-workers (Gao et al. 2015) Here, we briefly discuss some of these factors.
One of the crucial aspects of proteins in ILs is the interactions of the constituent ions with the amino acids. The effect of ions on proteins in an aqueous media is a well-known subject. It is known that the presence of ions above 0.05 M can exhibit ionspecific behavior on the proteins (Kunz et al. 2004, Collins and Washabaugh 2009) . The observation of salt-induced precipitation of hen egg proteins by Hofmeister (1888) have given rise to the anion series that predicts the effect of ions on protein behavior, known as the Hofmeister series. A similar series is available for the cations as well (Collins and Washabaugh 2009) . Further developments in this field have used the activity of enzymes also as criteria to characterize these ions (Kunz et al. 2004; Collins and Washabaugh 2009) . Similar systemization has been done for the ions that constitute IL mixtures to determine the effect of these ions on the stability and activity of proteins and enzymes (Constantinescu et al. 2007 ). The study by Constantinescu et al. (2007) used the melting temperature (T m ) of ribonuclease A to characterize the IL cations and anions in aqueous IL solution. IL cations can be ordered as C 4, 4, 4, 4 N] + in terms of the decreasing T m of ribonuclease A. The pattern indicated that the decrease in T m is larger with the increase in hydrophobicity of the cation (Constantinescu et al. 2007) . Similarly, the anions were arranged in the following manner:
However, the order of the anions is not straight forward and does not strictly follow the above trend.
The anions with their ability to form H-bonds with the amino acids of the proteins provide a unique behavior in modulating the stability of proteins. These characteristics have been observed in the study of activity and stability of lysozyme in the presence of [Cl] was specifically found to reduce the enzyme activity. (Machado et al. 2014 ) However, these behaviors are not universal. In some cases, the activity and stability were also seen to reduce in case of reduction of alkyl chain length of imidazolium-based cation in the presence of the same anion (Lou and Zong 2006) . It was concluded that the variation in viscosity caused by altering the alkyl chain length was an important factor for the stability and activity of proteins (Gao et al. 2015) . The other factors that govern the protein properties in ILs are the amphiphilicity, polarity, viscosity, and a few other properties of ILs (Gao et al. 2015) . While these properties originate from the nature of the IL under consideration, water also plays an important role in altering protein behavior in ILwater solution as discussed in the next section.
Water in protein-IL mixture
The solubility of proteins is low in organic solvents and in neat ILs (Kimizuka and Nakashima 2001; Klibanov 2001; Kragl et al. 2002) . There are only a few reports of proteins dissolved in anhydrous ILs (Madeira Lau et al. 2000; Kimizuka and Nakashima 2001; Yang et al. 2008; Lin Huang et al. 2011; Lozano et al. 2015) . Also, the absence of water in the ILs has resulted in the unstable behavior of enzymes. Different strategies were employed to counteract this behavior which included solid-support immobilization (Lozano et al. 2015) and protein-polymer surfactant nanoconstruct formation (Brogan and Hallett 2016) . However, due to the hygroscopic nature of ILs, a completely anhydrous IL solution is very difficult to obtain. Hence, water can be viewed as an integral part of the protein-IL mixture, the properties of which could affect the stability and activity of proteins. Although it is believed that the IL ions remove the water molecules from the surface of the proteins, the study by Micaelo and Soares (Micaêlo and Ghosh et al. (2015) showed that the hydrodynamic radius for lysozyme reduced from 18 Å in pure water to 11 Å in 1.5 M [pmim] [Br] solution. For the solvation of the proteins, the cations were found to be more preferred with the solvation extending up to 30 Å from the protein surface (Ghosh et al. 2015) . However, there are several reports that provide evidence for the lower stability of proteins in the presence of higher water content. Eckstein et al. (2002) found the activity of α-chymotrypsin to be higher in [bmim] [(CF 3 SO 2 ) 2 N] compared to the organic solvents only when the water activity remained low. Similarly, the study by Persson and Bornscheuer (2003) found enhanced enzyme stability in [bmim] [PF 6 ] compared to methyl-tert-butylether and n--hexane at low water activity. These observations point to the fact that the modification in the protein stability and activity in IL solutions for proteins originates from the direct interaction of IL ions rather than the changes in hydration shell structure. This observation has been further confirmed by the MD study by Shao (2013) with investigation of structural properties of a protein in the presence of [bmim] [Cl] at different concentrations. The study found that the bmim + ions interact with the negatively charged amino acids of the proteins, while the alkyl chains interact with the non-polar amino acids. The Cl − ions were mostly expelled to the aqueous phase. Also, the removal of water from the hydration shell protects the backbone Hbonds, which further enhances the protein stability (Shao 2013) .
However, explanation for the stability of proteins and enzymes in IL solutions may not always follow a fixed pattern. With the different ways the amino acids of the proteins and IL cations and anions interact with each other and the numerous possibilities to combine these ions to form the ILs make it very difficult to predict the general behavior for a given protein dissolved in an IL a priori. The concentration variation therefore for these ILs can have different behavior for the same protein. This can be explained from the study by Constatinescu et al. (2010) through Fig. 5 − can overpower the effect of choline to provide stabilization against denaturation, thus resulting in increase in T m . Therefore, the stabilization seen for proteins (Fujita et al. 2005; Constatinescu et al. 2010) in the presence of [chol] [dhp] mainly originates from the effect of the anion.
Further, a number of recent studies have shown that the behavior of anions is often more critical in determining the stability of proteins in IL solutions (Tarannum et al. 2016; Borrell et al. 2017; Diddens et al. 2017) . Therefore, it is evident that a better understanding on the general IL anions-protein interactions is crucial for the development of better materials in this field. An important aspect for ILs to be useful in the biotechnological applications is not only their ability to stabilize the proteins or enzymes, but also to sustain the stability for a long period of time. Although there have been reports of ILs being able to provide stability for proteins at higher concentration (> 1 M) (Byrne et al. 2007; Fujita et al. 2007 ), this stability does not guarantee long-term stability (Bihari et al. 2010 ). However, usage of such high concentrations is not practical because it can hamper the reusability of the protein and can also have an effect on the environment. Further, the ILs at high concentrations has been shown to affect the tertiary structure of the proteins in some cases (Shimojo et al. 2006; Bihari et al. 2010) . Therefore, it is desirable to have ILs that can provide long-term stability even at low concentrations. In this regard, the study by Singh et al. (2018) shows an interesting finding by providing evidence of long-term stabilization at room temperature for horse heart cytochrome c (h-cyt c) by employing long-chain imidazolium ILs at low concentrations (1 mM). This study finds that the reason for this stems from the interactions of amino acids with the ILs which makes the loop regions rigid and reduces mobility. The long-term storage capacity of these ILs can be verified by far-UV circular dichroism measurement which gives an idea about the α-helical content in the protein at different time intervals and at different concentrations of the ILs as shown in Fig. 6 . It was found that in the case of [C 8 mim] [Cl] and [C 10 mim][Cl], although the concentrations up to 50 × 10 −6 M was not able to protect the secondary structure, the higher concentrations used were capable of protecting the structure to some extent even up to 6 months at room temperature (Fig. 6) . The behavior has been explained by considering the interactions between the hydrophobic long chains of the ILs with the hydrophobic amino acids around the heme pocket of h-cyt c (Singh et al. 2018) . Although the structural stability of proteins and enzymes are a key aspect for ILs for their usage in storage and application purpose, the loss of activity of enzymes in some cases is an issue related to the addition of ILs in aqueous solution of proteins. This has been shown by Jaeger and Pfaendtner (2013) for xylanase where the loss of enzyme activity has been reported due to the dampening of dynamic motions and kinetic trapping of IL cation in the binding pocket.
However, the behavior of IL cations and anions in the aqueous medium of proteins remains an active area of research. The structural changes caused by addition of water in IL solution have implication in the protein behavior in aqueous IL solutions. This can be seen from the difference in behavior shown by proteins to form globular structure or amorphous aggregate depending on the size of the protein in (Takekiyo et al. 2014) . It was found that due to the formation of water clusters in the IL mixture, the non-aggregated proteins with radius of gyration below 20 Å interact with these water molecules. On the contrary, the larger proteins with a radius of gyration above 20 Å are not sufficiently hydrated which results in an enhanced proteinprotein interaction (Takekiyo et al. 2014) . The behavior of different ions also has an effect on whether the ions are present in a neat state or in aqueous medium. For example, while the study by Constantinescu et al. (2007) Diego et al. 2005) . With the advancement in techniques to dissolve proteins in neat IL solutions, the interactions of IL cations and anions with proteins may involve more attention for its application purposes. The reason is that although the Hofmeister series proposed for the IL ions are fairly general when the aqueous mixture of ILs is used, the effect of ions in the cases of neat ILs on proteins is complicated (Zhao 2005) . Hence, further studies are required to distinguish the interactions of IL ions with proteins solvated in an aqueous IL mixture and also in neat solutions.
ILs and nucleic acids
Although ILs' applications on proteins have received more attention, nucleic acid-IL interaction has started drawing interest due to the broadening in the applications of nucleic acids. Recent advancements in the biochemical applications of DNA find its use in molecular computing devices (Burd et al. 2001) , in catalysis (Boersma et al. 2010; Park and Sugiyama 2010) , and several other areas (Yurke et al. 2000; Kutzler and Weiner 2008) . The broadening of the applications of nucleic acid-based materials requires suitable solvents other than water. With the ability to render long-term stability for biomolecules, studies on ILs and nucleic acids provided a larger scope to understand the various aspects of IL ion interactions with DNA, RNA, and G-quadruplex. In the following section, we will discuss some of the recent studies that focus on the mechanism of DNA stabilization in IL solutions and whether there is any role of water in this process.
Interaction of DNA and ILs
The need for long-term storage of DNA arises for its application in biotechnology and forensic science. Stability of DNA in aqueous medium gets hampered due to the slow hydrolytic reactions that take place in the presence of water (Lindahl and Nyberg 1972) . The study by MacFarlane and co-workers (Vijayaraghavan et al. 2010) showed the structural and chemical stability of DNA for up to 1 year in ILs through spectroscopic measurements as demonstrated in Fig. 7 . The figure shows that for both concentrations of [chol] [dhp] solvent, the characteristic fluorescence emission of DNA at 287 nm corresponding to native DNA structure is seen even after 6 months of the sample preparation at room temperature (Vijayaraghavan et al. 2010) . This indicated the usefulness of ILs for the storage purpose of nucleic acids. Therefore, Because of the negative charge of DNA, IL-DNA interaction is mainly dominated by IL cations. The MD and experimental study by Chandran et al. (2012) have dealt with detailed interactions of IL cations and DNA base pairs. The study found that the IL cations not only bind to the negative phosphate group atoms, they also bind to the grooves in the DNA. Also, the prevention of hydrolytic reactions due to the removal of water molecules from the hydration shell by IL cations was argued to be one of the reasons for the longterm stability of DNA (Chandran et al. 2012) . Although DNA is known to undergo transition from its most common B-form in water to the A-form due to dehydration (Franklin and Gosling 1953; Ivanov et al. 1974) , it has been found that the DNA retains its native B-form in the presence of ILs (Ding et al. 2010) . These properties of ILs make them a suitable choice for DNA-based technologies such as DNA translocation (de Zoysa et al. 2009; Kulkarni and Mukherjee 2016) for genome sequencing purpose.
An interesting feature of DNA stability in ILs is the evidence of a stronger interaction between AT base pairs compared to CG bases. Melting temperature study for double stranded DNA carried out in choline dihydrogen phosphate has revealed that the stability of DNA increases with the increase in AT content in the DNA compared to the DNA dissolved in NaCl solution (Tateishi-Karimata and Sugimoto 2012). Several experimental and simulation studies attempted to explore the mechanism underlying this behavior (Ding et al. 2010; Jumbri et al. 2014; Nakano et al. 2014; Portella et al. 2014) . The general conclusion obtained from these studies points to the stronger electrostatic interactions between AT bases and the positively charged IL cations. Furthermore, free energy calculation studies carried out by Portella et al. (2014) found that the single strand DNA with GC bases has more preferable solvation energy compared to AT-DNA in IL solution. Overall, the general behavior of ILs with DNA is somewhat similar to proteins, in which case the water in the solvation shell has been found to get replaced by IL ions. Similar stability of G-quadruplex also have been reported recently in the solution of ILs (Fujita and Ohno 2012; Satpathi et al. 2016) , with IL cation being found to occupy the core of the quadruplex structure similar to the generally observed Na + or K + ions (Satpathi et al. 2016 ).
Role of water in DNA-IL solution
Due to the difference in the chemical nature of DNA base pairs, the interaction of water is different for AT and CG base pairs. In general, the CG base pairs are known to be more stable in aqueous media owing to its three H-bonds compared to the two H-bonded AT base pair. Moreover, stronger stacking interaction (Parker et al. 2013) and secondary H-bonds also impart the stability (Jorgensen and Pranata 1990) . The chemical structure and the local topography of CG bases cause higher water affinity for these bases. This is reinstated by the highest DNA-water interaction energy difference for CG base pairs for transition from B-DNA to A-DNA compared to other base pairs (Kulkarni and Mukherjee 2013) . Therefore, aqueous IL solution will modulate different base pairs differently.
In this context, we would discuss a recent finding from a study carried out by us to highlight the importance of water in the context of DNA in aqueous IL solutions (Saha et al. 2016) . We have recently studied the mean residence time (MRT) of IL cations near DNA base pairs. MRT is the time required for a solute to escape the solvation shell of a biomolecule. Our previous study on MRT calculation of water in aqueous solution near DNA base pairs (Saha et al. 2015) showed that the MRT values were the highest for the base pairs located in the middle of the 12-base pair DNA. In this case, the chemical nature and the local topography of the base pair have lesser significance. We concluded that the reason for this originates from the diffusion of water molecules along the DNA before escaping the solvation shell. In our MRT study with ILs (Saha et al. 2016) , the residence time of IL cations were checked near the middle four base pair of two 12-base pair DNA with variation in bases: in one, the middle four base pairs had AATT and in the other, we had CGCG base pairs. For five different IL combinations, we found that the MRT values of IL cations near CG base pairs were significantly higher compared to the AT base pairs for the 50 wt% IL solution. The values for the MRTs are given in Table 1 . This observation was surprising because AT base pairs have stronger interaction with IL cations compared to CG base pairs (Portella et al. 2014) . The reason for this was traced to the higher affinity of water to the CG base pair. We found that water also had higher MRT values near CG base pairs. The reason for this was attributed to the higher interaction energy (Coulomb + vdW) between phosphate atoms of CG base pairs and IL cations. Also, we observed that the CG base pair system was denser compared to the AT base pairs. The higher density of water near the CG base pair could result in a trapped state for water and IL cations which can render lower configuration entropy for these; thus, making the IL cations thermodynamically more unstable. Hence, this study sheds light on the importance of water for studying DNA in aqueous IL solution.
Discussion and conclusions
The healthy progress in the development of ILs provides enormous opportunity for investigating the interaction between IL and biomolecules. Although the commonly used ILs have been thoroughly studied, many of these ILs are not biodegradable and possess high toxicity. (Jordan and Gathergood 2015) Therefore, the progress in the field of ILs and biomolecules could shift to ILs based on the different amino acids and other biomolecules (Tao et al. 2006; Plaquevent et al. 2008; Socha et al. 2014) . These developments in this field are likely to keep the experimental and theoretical researchers involved for a significant amount of time in the future. Hence, it is necessary to understand clearly the existing phenomena observed when biomolecules are dissolved in ILs.
The need for better understanding of IL behavior with biomolecules also stems from the various application points of view for proteins, enzymes, and other biomaterials. One of the major usages of ILs and their aqueous solutions has been involved in the field extraction and separation of proteins from biological fluids (Du et al. 2007 ). The activity shown by several enzymes in these solutions has shown potential in the field of biofuel cells and for bioinspired catalysis (Armand et al. 2009 ). A recent review by Sivapragasam et al. (2016) discusses various technological advances for ILs required for proteins, enzymes, and DNA-based applications.
In this contribution for the Biophysical reviews, we have focused on the general behavior of biomolecules in ILs and its aqueous solutions and the role of water in these interactions. Due to the vast nature of this field, we have been able to mention only a small fraction of the research work in IL that has come up recently. Also, the field of deep eutectic solvents has been omitted from the discussion in this review since this topic alone can have its own review article. Our survey of the literature indicates that although there has been a plethora of studies concerning the structure and dynamics of ILs in the presence of water, these effects have not been explored a lot for the case of biomolecules dissolved in ILs. Numerous examples have been shown in literature that indicates structural changes in ILs in the presence of water due to the presence of alkyl chains in most IL cations. These effects are likely to affect the behavior of biomolecules as discussed for the few examples here.
Further development in this area can address some of the important questions for the advancement of ILs applications. These are: (i) Is it possible to obtain a balance between storage ability and dampening of protein dynamics in an aqueous IL mixture so that the proteins can retain their functions? (ii) Can the ILs' effect on biomolecules be modified in such ways that they can be used for in vivo application? (iii) Can the dynamics of water near different amino acids have a role to play in modulating the behavior of proteins in these solutions as seen for DNA? All these questions may require better understanding of ILs and biomolecules in the presence of water. We expect that in the coming years, with advancements in experimental and computational methods, these goals will be soon addressed.
